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OCPS Distance Learning Packet 

Grade 5 ELA 

Week of Monday, May 4th 

Day Standard Instructions 

Monday Analyze the meaning of an 
illustration 

● Read and review the skills slides.

● Read Masks and answer the questions about the

text and illustration.

Tuesday Analyze the tone of an 
illustration. 

● Review the Monday skills slides.

● Reread Masks and answer the questions about

the text and illustration.

Wednesday Analyze the beauty of an 
illustration. 

● Review the Monday skills slides again.

● Reread Masks and answer the questions about

the text and illustration.

Thursday Narrative Writing ● Review the skills slides for narrative writing.

● Review and break down the writing prompt.

● Reread and annotate the Masks  poem.

● Create a story map and plan your narrative,

including characters, setting, and a problem.

● Determine which character you will focus on as a

dynamic character, and brainstorm additional

details about the character.

Friday Narrative Writing ● Write your narrative.

● Edit and revise your narrative.

Daily: Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. 

**If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, 
please contact their teacher. All Orange County Public School teachers are committed 
to supporting our students throughout this distance learning experience. Thank you 
for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connection! 
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Monday

Review: 
With the RL.3.7 standard, we are analyzing how a visual element contributes, or adds, 
to the meaning, tone, or beauty of the text. Meaning, tone, and beauty might not all 
be conveyed in a visual, but a visual contributes to at least one of these.  
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II COMMONLIT

Class: Name: _____________ _ 
-------------

Masks 
By Shel Silverstein 

2011 

Sheldon Allan "Shel" Silverstein (1930-1999) was an American poet, cartoonist, and author of children's 

books. "Masks" is a poem from Silverstein's book of poems called Everything On It. 
As you read, take notes on what you think the masks stand for. 

She had blue Skin, 

And so did he. 

He kept it hid 

And so did she. 

The8 searched fbr blue 

Their whole life through, 

Then passed right b8--

And never knew. 

"Masks" from "Everything On It,"© 2011, Evil Eye, LLC. Reprinted with permission, all rights reserved. 



Write a brief summary of the poem. 

How does the illustration contribute to the meaning of the poem? 

Tuesday 

Part A. How does the illustration contribute to the tone of the poem? 

Ⓐ By showing the characters crying.
Ⓑ By describing the color of the characters’ skin.
Ⓒ By emphasizing how hard people try to hide themselves from the world.
Ⓓ By showing how the characters were willing to show their real selves.

Part B. Select two statements that support your answer to Part A. 

Ⓐ She had blue skin.
Ⓑ And so did he.
Ⓒ He kept it hid
Ⓓ And so did she.
Ⓔ They searched for blue.
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Wednesday

What impact did the author most likely want the visual to have on the reader? 

Ⓐ The reader should understand that hiding one’s true identity may cause missed
opportunities.
Ⓑ The reader will know how to help find someone they have been looking for.
Ⓒ The reader can understand how large to make masks.
Ⓓ The reader now knows why people have blue skin.

What information would we miss if the author had not included this visual? 
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Review: To plan a narrative, a story of imaginary events, you first need to think about what kinds of 
characters and settings you would like to focus on. You can think about other narratives you have 
read, your favorite television shows, or an imaginary world you dream to live in.

Think about the imaginary characters and settings you will write about in your narrative. You might 
consider brainstorming possible names, character traits, and what type of character they are (a 
human, animal, object, or something else!). Also, think about what time and place your character 
lives in. Will the story be set in the past, present, or future? What world or imaginary land does your 
character live in? You may fill in the boxes on the slide above to help you plan. 
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After considering the settings and characters, think about the problem your character will 
face. What leads to the problem? How does the character react to the problem? How is the 
problem resolved? As you map your story from beginning to end, describe the problem and 
your character’s response or reaction to the problem in detail. You may continue 
brainstorming using the story map on the slide or by creating your own story map on the 
planning page.  

How can you improve your narrative even more? Create dynamic characters! Dynamic 
characters have many traits, actions, and dialogue that helps the reader understand more 
about the character’s importance to the story’s course of action. Dynamic characters may be 
portrayed as villains who became heroes, shy characters who became more outgoing, or 
characters who struggled and found the strength within to solve a large problem.  
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Revisit your brainstorming for your characters and settings and your story map. Think about 
how you can further elaborate on your character to show that the character is dynamic. 
Consider adding more details to describe the character’s traits and explanations of why or 
how he/she has those traits.  

● For example, if I wrote a narrative about a lonely tree who wanted to make friends, I
might write:

○ “Trunky the Tree was left alone in the forest after his tree neighbors were cut
down to build a new shopping center. His leaves were left brown with sadness,
and although his trunk grew wider and taller, Trunky the Tree still could not
extend his branches long enough to reach a new friend.”

From here, I might explain more about the attempts Trunky made to make new friends in a 
neighboring forest or how he attempted to have a fast moving squirrel plant a tree near him to 
grow a new friend. The descriptive introduction to Trunky the Tree may cause the reader to 
become more interested in the character’s challenges and how he will overcome them.  
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Thursday 
Prompt:  Narrative Writing: The poem talked about two characters who hid themselves. Write a short 
narrative about a character who hid a unique quality about themselves and what happened when they 
finally revealed their special trait. Be sure to explain the setting and describe in detail your dynamic 
character. 

Planning Page 
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Friday 
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
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How do you grow a 
2,000-pound pumpkin? 
It’s tricky 
MICHELLE R. SMITH, The Associated Press 
October 22, 2015 
Lexile®: 620L, 167 words 

 
COVENTRY, R.I. (AP) — Ron Wallace has a pumpkin patch in his backyard. And 
the pumpkins he grows are giant. He broke a world record in 2006. And in 2012, 
his prized pumpkin weighed 2,009 pounds. 

Wallace has spent 27 years growing pumpkins. He conducts research and 
experiments with new ideas. He shares ideas with growers around the world. 

Wallace believes that a good pumpkin comes from the best seeds. Top growers 
can trace their pumpkin seeds back many, many years. 

Pumpkins can put on 45 pounds each day, mostly from water. The best 
pumpkins every year follow the weather. If the weather is just right, growers 
might see many huge pumpkins. 

But these pumpkins won’t end up in pumpkin pie. They’re too big to be tasty. 

Wallace took this season’s biggest pumpkin to a weigh-off. It weighed a 
whopping 2,230 pounds. It was the second-biggest pumpkin ever grown. 

Wallace wants to grow a 2,500-pound pumpkin next. 

“I know my program is capable,” he says. “We’re gonna give it a shot.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Text and Picture Copyright © 2016 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 
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How do you grow a 2,000-pound pumpkin? It’s 
tricky 
Comprehension Questions 

 
1. Choose the main idea of this article. 

a. Ron Wallace breaks records with his giant pumpkins. 
b. Pumpkins grow very quickly. 
c. Large pumpkins do not make good pies. 
d. Ron Wallace helps people around the world grow pumpkins. 

 
2. Which statement from the article best supports the main idea? 

a. He shares ideas with growers around the world. 
b. And in 2012, his prized pumpkin weighed 2,009 pounds. 
c. Pumpkins can put on 45 pounds each day, mostly from water. 
d. They’re too big to be tasty. 

 
3. According to the article, what causes many huge pumpkins to grow? 

a. a long season 
b. large seeds 
c. the right weather 
d. fresh soil 

 
4. Which detail from the article best supports the idea that Ron Wallace enjoys growing 

pumpkins? 
a. His pumpkins are giant. 
b. He thinks he can grow a 2,500-pound pumpkin. 
c. He believes that good seeds produce good pumpkins. 
d. He has been growing pumpkins for 27 years. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How do you grow a 2,000-pound pumpkin? It’s tricky 
Comprehension Question
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Fi�h   Grade   Recommended   Pacing  

 

Day  Skill  Page  

Monday  
Family   Le�er  

Coordinate   System   and   Ordered   Pairs  
Ordered   Pairs  

1-4  

Tuesday  Graphing   Coordinates  
Ordered   Pairs  5-8  

Wednesday  
Using   Pa�erns   to   Generate  

  and   Plot   Coordinates  
Graphing   Data  

9-12  

Thursday  
Graph   Data  

Coordinate   Grid   Graphing   Riddle  13-14  

Friday  
Can   You   Find   the   Treasure?  

Coordinate   System   Concentra�on  15-16  

 
 
If   your   student   needs   assistance   with   any   of   the   content   presented   in   these   lessons,   please   contact   their   teacher.  

All   Orange   County   Public   School   teachers   are   commi�ed   to   suppor�ng   our   students   throughout   this   distance  
learning   experience.   Thank   you   for   all   that   you   do   to   maintain   a   strong   School/Home   connec�on!  

 
 



Dear Family, 

This week your child will be introduced to the coordinate 
system.

Your child will learn to use ordered pairs of numbers to find a 
location on the coordinate plane and to identify locations on 
the coordinate plane with ordered pairs. 

The coordinate plane has two axes, the x-axis and the y-axis. 
The x-axis is a horizontal number line.
The y-axis is a vertical number line. 
The axes intersect, or meet, at a point called the origin.

You can find any point on the coordinate grid if you know the 
x-coordinate and the y-coordinate of the point. These 
coordinates are given in the ordered pair (x, y). The ordered 
pair (0, 0) tells where the origin is located. It marks a point on 
the coordinate grid. The point is located at 0 on the x-axis and 
0 on the y-axis.



CRM Alignment 

Unit 4.2 Day 1

Each dot is a rocket. Which rocket traveled the farthest 
horizontal distance? Which rocket traveled the highest vertical 

distance?  How do you know?

If you were to launch a rocket 
that went the farthest horizontal
and highest vertical, where could 

the rocket be?

x (horizontal distance)

y (vertical distance)

A

B

C

D

Coordinate System and Ordered Pairs

Key Terminology

axis: a horizontal or vertical line used for reference on a coordinate plane

coordinate: a label for a point on a grid (two coordinates make up an ordered pair)

ordered pair: a set of coordinates that determine the location of points on a 

coordinate grid (x, y)  

origin: the point where the x-axis and the y-axis intersect, or meet, on a coordinate 

plane (0, 0), the starting point on a coordinate grid

x-axis: the horizontal reference line on a coordinate plane

x-coordinate: the first number in an ordered pair, which tells the distance to move 

right or left from (0, 0)

y-axis: the vertical reference line on a coordinate plane

y-coordinate: the second number in an ordered pair, which tells the distance to move 

up or down from (0, 0)

1

Starting Point
(0,0)



CRM Alignment 

Unit 4.2 Day 1

origin
axis

y-
ax

is

x-axis

.coordinate

ordered pair

(6, 4)

x-coordinate
y-coordinate

Day 1 – Lesson

y (vertical distance)

x (horizontal distance)
1                  3                  5                7                 9                 11

1
   

   
   

   
3

   
   

   
   

5
   

   
   

   
7

   
   

   
  9

   
   

   
 1

1

Coordinate System and Ordered Pairs

A

C

What are the coordinates for point A?   

(          ,          )

Where would the rocket be with the 
ordered pair (5,1)? Label that point B.  

What are the coordinates for point C?  

(          ,          )

Where would the rocket be with the 
ordered pair (2,7)? Label that point D.
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Coordinate System and Ordered Pairs

CRM Alignment 

Unit4.2  Day 1

Check Your Understanding

Mark all of the true statements.

 Point K and P share the same y-
coordinate.

 Point P is located at (5, 3).

 Both points are the same horizontal 
distance from the origin.

 Point K and P have the same x-
coordinate.

 Point K is located at (7,5)

 The y-coordinate of Point K is 7.  

y (vertical distance)

x (horizontal distance)
1      2       3       4        5       6       7       8        9      10     11

1
   

  2
   

  3
   

  4
   

5
  

6
   

  7
   

 8
   

  9
   

 1
0

   
 1

1

y (vertical distance)

x (horizontal distance)
1                  3                  5                7                 9                 11
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7

   
   

   
  9

   
   

   
 1

1 Where would your rocket be with the 
ordered pair (0, 0)? Label that Point F. 
What are those coordinates named? 

If your rocket only went straight up in 
the air, what could be the coordinates?

(          ,          )

Where would the rocket be with the 
ordered pair (8, 9)? Label that Point G. 

P

K

3
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Name 

Grade 5
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

Lesson 9.2
Reteach

Ordered Pairs

A coordinate grid is like a sheet of graph paper bordered at the left  
and at the bottom by two perpendicular number lines. The x-axis is  
the horizontal number line at the bottom of the grid. The y-axis is the  
vertical number line on the left side of the grid. 

An ordered pair is a pair of numbers that describes the location of a  
point on the grid. An ordered pair contains two coordinates, x and y. 
The x-coordinate is the first number in the ordered pair, and  
the y-coordinate is the second number.

(x, y) (10, 4)

Plot and label (10, 4) on the coordinate grid.

To graph an ordered pair:

• Start at the origin, (0, 0).

• Think: The letter x comes before y in the alphabet.
Move across the x-axis first.

•  The x-coordinate is 10, so move 10 units right.

•  The y-coordinate is 4, so move 4 units up.

•  Plot and label the ordered pair (10, 4).

Use the coordinate grid to write an ordered pair for  
the given point.

1. G 2. H

3. J 4. K

Plot and label the points on the coordinate grid.

5. A (1, 6) 6. B (1, 9)

7. C (3, 7) 8. D (5, 5)

9. E (9, 3) 10. F (6, 2)



CRM Alignment 

Unit4.2  Day 2

Graphing Coordinates

Gretchen’s house is located at the coordinates (5,7). Plot 
Gretchen’s house and label it as point A on the coordinate plane. 

x

y

x

x1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11

1
   

2
   

3
   

4
   

5
   

6
   

7
   

8
   

9
  1

0
 1

1

Vicki’s house is a distance of two units greater on the x-axis and 
three units greater on the y-axis from Gretchen’s house. 

Plot the coordinates and label it as point B on the coordinate 
plane.

Vicki’s house is at the coordinates (7,10). 
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CRM Alignment 

Unit4.2  Day 2

Graphing Coordinates

y (vertical distance)

x (horizontal distance)
1      2       3       4        5       6       7       8        9      10     11
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 1

1
Jake needs to plot point A with a horizontal distance of 5 units to the right of 

the origin on the x-axis and a vertical distance of 2 units up on the y-axis. 

Circle the ordered pair that represents the coordinates of point A? 
Use the graph paper to graph your coordinates.

(0, 5)          (5, 2)          (2, 5)          (2, 0) 
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CRM Alignment 

Unit4.2  Day 2

Graphing Coordinates

Ivey is writing an essay. Every 2 hours, Ivey writes 2 paragraphs. 
She uses coordinate points and plots her progress on a graph. The 
x-axis represents the number of hours she writes and the y-axis 
represents the number of paragraphs written. 

point x-axis y-axis

origin 0 0

point A 2 2

point B 4 4

point C 6 6

point D

Finish the table. Graph point D.

x

y

A
B

C

P
ar

ag
ra

p
h

s

Hours
x

Hours

y

P
ar

ag
ra

p
h

s

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11
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0
 1

1
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Ordered Pairs

Use Coordinate Grid A to write an ordered pair 
for the given point.

1. A 2. B

3. C 4. D

5. E 6. F

Plot and label the points on Coordinate Grid B.

7. N (7, 3) 8. R (0, 4)

9. O (8, 7)  10. M (2, 1)

 11. P (5, 6)  12. Q (1, 5)

Use the map for 13–14.

13. Which building is located at (5, 6)?

____

14. What is the location of Kip’s Pizza?

____ 

Chapter 9 

(2, 3)



CRM Alignment 

Unit4.2  Day 3

Using Patterns to Generate 

and Plot Coordinates

Start at 0, complete the sequence by adding 4 each time.

Starting at 0, complete the sequence by adding 3 each time.

0 16

0 9
1.  Finish both sequences.

2.  Create ordered pairs. Write the x-coordinates using 
the first sequence and the y-coordinates using the second 
sequence.

3.  Plot the ordered pairs on the graph.

x-axis y-axis coordinates

0 0 (0, 0)

9 (           , 9) 

16 (16,          )
9



CRM Alignment 

Unit4.2  Day 3

Using Patterns to Generate 

and Plot Coordinates

Ezra wants to graph ordered pairs using the pattern below. 
The first two points in the pattern are (0, 0) and (2, 1). 
Graph the next three points (C, D, and E) on Ezra’s graph.

x

y

A (0, 0)

B (2, 1)

1    2     3     4     5     6    7  8     9    10   11

Pattern:
x-axis: Add 2
y-axis: Add 1

1
   

 2
   

  3
   

  4
   

  5
   

  6
   

 7
  

8
   

  9
   

 1
0

   
1

1
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CRM Alignment 

Unit4.2  Day 3

Using Patterns to Generate 

and Plot Coordinates

Given the list of coordinates, create ordered pairs, 
determine the pattern and graph the coordinates pairs 
including the next two coordinates. 

x-axis
coordinates

y-axis 
coordinates

ordered pairs

0 0

4 3

8 6

12 9

add ______ add ______
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Name 

Grade 5
Reteach

Lesson 9.3
Reteach

Graph Data

Graph the data on the coordinate grid.

Plant Growth

End of Week 1 2 3 4

Height (in inches) 4 7 10 11

•  Choose a title for your graph and label it.
You can use the data categories to name
the x- and y-axis.

•   Write the related pairs of data as ordered pairs.

1 , 2,  1 , 2

1 , 2,  1 , 2
•  Plot the point for each ordered pair.

Graph the data on the coordinate grid. Label the points.

1. Distance of Bike Ride

Time (in minutes) 30 60 90 120

Distance (in miles) 9 16 21 27

  Write the ordered pair for each point.

1 , 2,  1 , 2
1 , 2,  1 , 2

2. 
Bianca’s Writing Progress

Time (in minutes) 15 30 45 60

Total Pages 1 3 9 11

  Write the ordered pair for each point.

1 , 2,  1 , 2
1 , 2,  1 , 2

1 4
3 10

2
4

7
11



Outdoor Temperature 
Hour

Temperature (°F)

1
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65
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Lesson 9.3

Graph Data

Graph the data on the coordinate grid.

Chapter 9  

1. 

a.  Write the ordered pairs for each point.

b.  How would the ordered pairs be different if the
outdoor temperature were recorded every hour
for 4 consecutive hours?

2. 

a.  Write the ordered pairs for each point.

b.  What does the ordered pair (2, 30) tell you
about the number of windows repaired?
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Grade 5
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Name 
Lesson 9.2
Enrich

Coordinate Grid  
Graphing Riddle

Plot the ordered pairs on the coordinate grid below.  
Then connect points 1–14 in the order in which you plotted them.

1. T (2, 11) 2. C (4, 9) 3. U (7, 10)

4. P (10, 12) 5. N (12, 10) 6. R (20, 9)

7. A (21, 8) 8. L (20, 7) 9. F (21, 6)

 10. J (16, 5)  11. I (13, 4)  12. Z (13, 6)

 13. S (4, 7)  14. K (2, 5)  15. H (19, 8)
(H is a separate point)

After you’ve connected points 1–14, use the names of the points in 
the odd-numbered exercises to spell the answer to the riddle.

Riddle: What marine animal can tune musical instruments?

A 



Integer Concepts 

Start at the tallest tree
in the apple orchard.

Walk 40 yards east and
20 yards north to the
heart-shaped rock.

Next, go 20 yards west
and 50 yards north to the
lightning-struck stump.

Then, head 60 yards
east and 30 yards
south. Dig here, and you
will find the Fireheart Ruby.

x

0 40 60 80 100

40

60

80

100

20

0
20

y

Tallest tree

N

S

EW

Can You Find
the Treasure?
Read and follow the set of directions.

You are searching for the Fireheart Ruby. Locate the points that 
represent the heart-shaped rock, the lightning-struck stump, and  
the Fireheart Ruby on the coordinate grid. The units on the grid are 
in yards, and the tallest tree in the apple orchard is at the origin.

•  What ordered pair represents the location of the Fireheart
Ruby? Justify your response.

•  Describe a more direct route from the tallest tree in the apple
orchard to the ruby. Explain how you know that your route is
shorter than the route in the set of directions.
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x-axis

the horizontal 
reference line

on a 
coordinate plane

y-axis

the vertical 
reference line 

on a 
coordinate plane

x-coordinate
the first number 

in an 
ordered pair

y-coordinate
the second 

number in an 
ordered pair

origin

the point where 
the x-axis and 

the y-axis 
intersect on a 

coordinate plane

ordered pair

a set of 
coordinates that 
determine the 

location of 
points on a grid

axis

a horizontal or 
vertical line used 
for reference on 

a coordinate 
plane

coordinate
a label for a 

point on a grid

Coordinate System Concentration
Directions: Cut out the cards on the dotted lines. Shuffle them well and then place 

each card face down in 4 rows of 4 cards each. Turn two cards over at a time. If the 

vocabulary term matches the definition, then pick up the cards and keep them. If 

they don't match, turns the cards back over and try again to make a match. Play 

continues until you have matched all terms to their definitions.
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Please follow your teacher's instruction on use and return of packets.  
Por favor siga las instrucciones de su maestro sobre el uso y la devolución de los paquetes. 

Tanpri swiv enstriksyon pwofesè  w sou jan pou w itilize ak retounen  pakè yo. 
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Fifth Grade Recommended Pacing 
 

Day Skill Page 

Monday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 12 
Standard:SC.5.E.7.1, SC.5.E.7.2 

  
Study Island: Topic 3f. Water Cycle 

1-4 

Tuesday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 15 
Standard: SC.5.P.8.1, SC.3.P.8.1, 
SC.3.P.8.2, SC.3.P.8.3, SC.4.P.8.1 

  
Study Island: Topic 4a. Properties of 

Matter 

5-6 

Wednesday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 15 
Standard: SC.5.P.8.1, SC.3.P.8.1, 
SC.3.P.8.2, SC.3.P.8.3, SC.4.P.8.1 

  
Study Island: Topic 4a. Properties of 

Matter 

7-8 

Thursday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 18 
Standard: SC.5.P.9.1, SC.3.P.9.1, 

SC.4.P.9.1 
  

Study Island: Topic 4c. Physical and 
Chemical Changes 

9-11 

Friday 

Review: SSA Shuffle Mission 26 
Standard: SC.3.L.14.1, SC.3.L.14.2, 

SC.L.16.1 
 

Study Island: Topic 5a Structure and 
Function 

12-14 

 

*If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, please contact their 

teacher. All Orange County Public School teachers are committed to supporting our students throughout this 

distance learning experience. Thank you for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connection! 

 

 



 

Mission 12  
(SC.5.E.7.1, SC.5.E.7.2) 

 

Learning Goal:  

● I will be able to describe the water cycle using a model. Water can be a gas, a liquid, or a solid and can go 

back and forth from one state to another. 

● I will be able to recognize that the ocean is an integral part of the water cycle and is connected to all of 

Earth’s water reservoirs via evaporation and precipitation processes. 

 

Procedure: 

Observe the water cycle model below. Hot water was poured into the bottom cup. Ice cubes were placed into                   

the top cup. Food coloring was also added to the top cup that contained ice. Using the arrows, identify if the                     

process you’re observing is evaporation, condensation, or precipitation. Second, explain which state of matter              

the water is in during each process. Finally, make observations and describe what you see happening in the                  

model. 
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Use the picture model to answer the following questions: 

 

What happened to the hot water in the bottom cup when it met cool air in the middle cup and then a cold                       

surface on the bottom of the top cup? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. What role do the ice cubes in the top cup play in the water cycle model? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Think about the following statement: The water droplets in the middle cup come from the ice water in the top                     

cup.  

a. Based on what you observed, do you think this statement is accurate or inaccurate? 

________________________________________________________________ 

b. 

If you think this statement is accurate, support 

your position. 

If you think this statement is inaccurate, support your 

position. 

 _________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________ 

  

3. After precipitation occurs, what would you expect to happen next?  

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Which cup represents an ocean or other body of water? ____________________________________________ 

What is the role of the ocean in the water cycle? ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Why do you think a model  was used for this science investigation? ____________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Formative Assessment Check For Understanding: 

1. Every day, water flows from a number of rivers into the Atlantic Ocean. Even though this occurs daily, it 

does not cause the amount of water in the Atlantic Ocean to increase over time. Which statement best 

explains why? 

 

A. Ocean water is stored in the Ice caps. 

B. Ocean water also evaporates each day. 

C. Ocean water is destroyed and lost daily. 

D. Ocean water is removed by precipitation. 

      2. Lake Okeechobee is in Florida. The map below shows where the lake is in the state. 

 

          How would water most likely move from the Gulf of Mexico to Lake Okeechobee? 

A. by ocean water flowing up a river that joins with the lake 

B. by ocean flooding and water flowing over land into the lake 

C. by ocean water evaporating and entering the lake when it rains 

D. by water seeping through the ocean floor and welling up into the lake 
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3. Greg modeled the water cycle for a science project. He added water to a large pot. Then he placed a sheet 

of glass on top of the pot. He heated the pot until the water changed to water vapor. The picture below 

shows what Greg observed. 

 

Which process caused the water vapor to form liquid water droplets where the drawing shows them? 

 

A. freezing 

B. evaporation 

C. precipitation 

D. condensation 

 

4. Water exists in various states as it passes through the water cycle. Which form of water is the most 

abundant at any time in the water cycle? 

 

A. frozen ice 

B. water vapor 

C. liquid salt water 

D. liquid freshwater 

 

5. Water's movement on Earth is described as a cycle. Why is it called a cycle? 

 

A. Its steps never repeat. 

B. It has a beginning and an end. 

C. It results in the formation of more water. 

D.  It is a continuous process with a repeating series of steps. 
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Mission 15 Student Log 

Mission 15  
(SC.5.P.8.1, SC.3.P.8.1, SC.3.P.8.2, SC.3.P.8.3, SC.4.P.8.1) 

 

Learning Goal:  

● I will be able to compare and contrast the basic properties of solids, liquids, and gases. 

 

Procedure: 

Activity 1: 

1. Look at the table below. In each box, write all the information you know about each property of matter. 

 

Information Splash on Properties of Matter: 

 

Attraction to Magnets Color Hardness 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Mass Odor Shape 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Taste Texture Volume 
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Mission 15 Student Log 
 

 

 

Activity 2: 

In this activity, you will measure the temperature and volume of different objects. Complete the table. 

 

Recording Properties of Matter 

Temperature 

 

What is the temperature of the water in 

Celsius? Fahrenheit? 

 

 

 

__________ 
 
 
 

__________ 

Volume of Water 

 

What is the volume of the water? 
 
 
 

__________ mL 

SSA Shuffle 
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Mission 15 Student Log 

Volume of 
Irregular Shaped 

Object 

 

Use the pictures of the graduated cylinders 
to find the volume of the irregular shaped 

rock? 
 
 

__________ mL 

 

Activity 3: 

1. Observe the three different pan balances pictures in the table. 

2. Describe the mass and volume for each object in all three pan balance pictures. 

 

Pan Balance #1 Pan Balance #2 Pan Balance #3 
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Mission 15 Student Log 

Formative Assessment Check For Understanding: 

 

1. Which of the following is true  about matter? 

 

A. Gas has no definite shape or volume. 

B. Liquids have no definite shape or volume. 

C. Liquids have a definite shape and volume. 

D. Solids have a definite shape, but no definite volume. 

 

2. If two objects balance like the ones shown below, what must be true ? 

 

 

 

A. Both objects have the same mass. 

B. Both objects have the same volume. 

C. Object B has more mass than object A. 

D. Object A has more volume than object B. 

 

3. Erica has two identical plastic containers. One is filled with socks and the other is filled with coins. Which 

plastic container has more volume? 

 

A. The volumes are the same. 

B. The volumes must be weighed. 

C. The plastic container with the coins inside has more volume. 

D. The plastic container with the socks inside has more volume. 

 

4. Santana went swimming at the lake over the weekend. While he was playing on the shore, he found a 

small chunk of cement and a rock, which appeared to be the same size. What would be the best way for 

Santana to compare the volume of the rock and the chunk of cement? 

 

A. Throw them in the lake and see which one will sink. 

B. Use a ruler to measure the length of each of the objects. 

C. Place them each on a pan balance and see which one has more mass. 

D. Place them in a bucket of water and see which one raises the water level the most. 
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Mission 18 Student Log 

Mission 18  
(SC.5.P.9.1, SC.3.P.9.1, SC.4.P.9.1) 

 

Learning Goal:  

● I will be able to describe the changes water undergoes when it changes state through heating and cooling. 

● I will be able to identify many different physical and chemical changes and how they are affected by 

temperature. 

 

Procedure: 

Activity 1: 

1. The diagram below shows the changes that water undergoes when heated or cooled. Fill in the diagram below 

with the correct scientific terms associated with water changing states. 

 
 

What is evaporation? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What is condensation? 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Mission 18 Student Log 
Activity 2: 

Part 1 Directions:  
 

Below are pictures showing different changes in matter. Each picture is labeled by a number. The pictures show 
either a physical change or a chemical change. Write the number of each picture under its correct type of change: 
physical or chemical. 
 

Chemical Change Physical Change 

  

 

 
1. Boiling Water 

 
2. Water Freezing 

 
3. Milk Going Sour 

 
4. Burning Wood 

 

 
5. Frying an Egg 

 
6. Tearing Up Paper 

 
7. Dissolving Salt in 

Water 

 
8. A Bicycle Rusting 

 
9. Rotting Strawberries 

 
10. Candle Wick Burning 

 
11. Candle Wax Burning 

 
12. Water Evaporating 

 
13. Teeth Breaking Down 

Food In Your Mouth 

 
14. Grilling a Hot Dog 

 
15. Crushing a Soda Can 

 
16. Freezing Apple Juice 

 

Part 2 Directions:  

Next, write the number of each picture under whether it is affected by temperature or not affected by 

temperature in the following table. 

 

Change Affected By Temperature Change Not Affected By Temperature 
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Mission 18 Student Log 

Formative Assessment Check For Understanding: 

 

1. Mr. Dumars showed the class how matter changes. He cut a piece of paper to show a physical change. He 

mixed vinegar with baking soda to show a chemical change. Which of the following best explains the 

differences between a chemical change and a physical change? 

  

A. A physical change results in new molecules being formed. 

B. Physical and chemical changes do not produce new substances. 

C. Physical changes produce new substances with new properties; chemical changes do not. 

D. Chemical changes produce new substances with new properties; physical changes do not. 

 

2. Why does milk have to be kept in a refrigerator? 

 

A. Milk tastes better when it is cold. 

B. No chemical or physical changes can occur at cool temperatures. 

C. The reaction that causes milk to spoil is slower at lower temperatures. 

D. Physical changes that cause milk to spoil are slower at lower temperatures. 

 

3. Wilda is picking tomatoes from her garden. She finds a tomato on the ground that is soft and runny. 

Which sentence best describes what happened to the tomato? 

 

A. The tomato rotted which is a chemical change. 

B. The tomato moved, which is a chemical change. 

C. The tomato deflated like a flat tire, which is a physical change. 

D. The tomato ignited like a firecracker, which is a chemical change. 

 

4. A gas condenses into a liquid. What needs to happen for this to take place? 

 

A. The gas must be boiled. 

B. The gas must be cooled. 

C. The gas must be heated. 

D. The gas must be evaporated. 

 

5. Colbie was on a week-long vacation at the beach. On the first day of the vacation, she collected salt water 

from the ocean into a cup. She placed the cup of water outside and observed the cup for the entire week. 

Which of the following would correctly indicate the change that occurred? 

 

A. A chemical change because the salt dissolved into the water. 

B. A physical change because the water condensed leaving the salt behind. 

C. A physical change because the water evaporated leaving the salt behind. 

D. A chemical change because the water evaporated leaving the salt behind. 
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Mission 26 Student Log 

Mission 26  
(SC.3.L.14.1, SC.3.L.14.2, SC.4.L.16.1) 

 

Learning Goal:  

● I will be able to describe structures in plants and their roles in food production, support, water and nutrient 

transport, and reproduction. 

● I will be able to describe how plants respond to stimuli and identify different processes of sexual reproduction 

in flowering plants. 

 

Procedure: 

Activity 1: 

1. Plants are structures made up of different parts. Each part of the plant has a specialized role to help it survive.  

Label the parts of the tomato plant and describe its function. 

 

Word Bank 

Flower Fruit Leaves Roots Stem 
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Mission 26 Student Log 

Activity 2: 

 

1. Where are the seeds located in the flowering plant? Describe the function of seeds. 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

2. Write a brief description of how plants respond to each of the stimuli listed in the table below. 

Gravity Heat Light 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Activity 3: 

1. The cloze read below describes the processes of sexual reproduction in flowering plants. Fill in the blanks with 

the correct word from the word bank. 

 

Cloze Read Word Bank 

Fertilization Germination 

Pollination Seed Dispersal 

 

In most seed plants, flowers are the structures used for reproduction. Reproduction is the process that a living 

thing uses to produce more of its own kind. _______________________________ is when any pollinator (bee, 

bat, bird) moves pollen from the stamen of one flower to the pistil of another flower. 

_______________________________ occurs when the pollen joins with the egg in the ovary and makes a seed. 

A seed contains a plant embryo which is the part which will one day be the roots, stem, and leaves of the plant. 

_______________________________ occurs when an animal, wind, or water moves the plant to a new place 

away from the parent plant.  This process occurs so that the seed will not have to compete for resources like 

water and sunlight.  _______________________________  is when something begins to grow, as when a seed 

sprouts into a new plant. The seed breaks open allowing the roots and stem to appear and grow. Seeds will not 

sprout unless the conditions are right. 
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Mission 26 Student Log 
 

Formative Assessment Check For Understanding: 

 

1. Ryan investigates how plants respond to gravity. He wraps a seedling in a wet paper towel, places it in a 

cup, and lays the cup on its side. How will the roots grow? 

 

A. upward 

B. forward 

C. downward 

D. straight back 

 

2. Which sentence best describes how plants respond to temperature? 

 

A. Seeds germinate in very cold weather. 

B. All plants release their seeds after a forest fire. 

C. Plants grow toward sources of cold temperatures. 

D. Different plants germinate at different temperatures. 

 

3. The needles of the scrub pine tree are green and serve a role similar to several of those served by the 

leaves of a flowering plant. What is the primary role of the needles of a scrub pine tree? 

 

A. support 

B. reproduction 

C. food production 

D. water production 

 

4. The stem is an important part of many plants. Which of the following is most  similar to the role 

performed by the stem of a plant? 

 

A. an anchor holding a boat in place 

B. a snack company producing energy bars 

C. a colorful sign attracting people into a store 

D. an elevator transporting supplies from one floor to another  

 

5. Sexual reproduction in flowering plants involves several processes. Sometimes animals have a role in 

these processes. In which two of these processes do animals play a role? 

 

A. pollination and fertilization 

B. pollination and seed dispersal 

C. seed dispersal and fertilization 

D. seed germination and seed dispersal 
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OCPS Distance Learning Packet   
Grade 5 Social Studies 

“Community” 

Standard 
SS.5.C.2.5 Identify ways good citizens go beyond basic civic and political responsibilities to improve 
government and society. 

 

Task  Instructions  

Preview Text  
● Preview the vocabulary, (Community, Empathy)  
● Preview the text, Young Activists. 

 

Read the 
Text  

● Read the text, Young Activists. 
● Annotate (mark the text) as you read to make meaning of the text. 
● Respond to the questions. 

Photo 
Analysis 

● Observe the photographs in the text.  
● List on your paper, what do you see? (Evidence) 
● List on your paper, what does this make you think? (Inference) 
● List on your paper any questions you may still have. (Questions) 

Optional 
Activity 

● Optional Building Empathy Activity:  
● With a family member, send/drop off kind notes to essential workers within your 

community. Students can participate in the betterment of their community. 

 
**If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, please contact their 
teacher. All Orange County Public School teachers are committed to supporting our students throughout this 
distance learning experience. Thank you for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connections. 

 
SS.5.C.2.5:  Identify ways good citizens go beyond basic civic and political responsibilities to improve 
government and society. 

Why are we learning this? 
 It’s important to fulfill our basic responsibilities as citizens, but good citizens also do so many other things 

that impact how they live, work, and play. Our communities are built on going beyond our basic political and 
civic responsibilities in order to make our world so much better! 

 
Vocabulary 

Community   The people living in a certain place. 

Empathy  Someone is able to share the emotions and feelings of another person.  
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❖ Young people contributing in the community increase leadership skills and empathy to make change. 

Empathy is a key part of being a helpful community member at school and home. Helping others and 
your community helps people understand how to work with each other. 

 
❖ Observe the photograph. 
❖ What do you see? 
❖ What does this make you think? 
❖ What questions do you still have? 

 
1. What issue is Cole concerned about? Why is this issue important? 

 
 
 

2. How can young people make a difference in their community? Use text evidence to support your 
response.  

 
 
 
 
Optional Building Empathy  Activity:  
With a family member, send/drop off kind notes to essential workers within your community. Students can 
participate in the betterment of their community. 
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